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An elegant way to save

Free. Your first 4-piece place setting of handblown crystal stemware when you deposit $25.00 or more in any WPNB savings account.

Limit one free place setting per family please.
Additional place settings and accessories are only $3.99 each plus tax with each additional $25 or more savings deposit.

An elegant way to save. Because we want to be your bank.
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Lyrical lines flow
from the master hand of
Frank Usher in a gown of
red acetate-nylon jersey.
Fashion mood music for
romantic evenings from his
one-of-a-kind BRITAIN NOW
collection at
GIMBELS NOW  $125

GIMBELS
specialty shop
Our little netsuke leads us into the last week of Oriental Odyssey.

Precious ivory, hand-carved into a Buddhist priest, used to fasten a purse or tobacco pouch over the kimono, he symbolizes the incomparable Eastern combination of everyday function with art. Meet craftsmen, visit our special shops and exhibits one more time this week.
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No matter what kind of music you enjoy, rock, pop, moog or the classics, you’ll hear it as you’ve never heard it before on a stereo system from Cameradio, the stereo sound spot. Our sound consultants will demonstrate the delicate balance and fine tuning that are qualities of each of our systems. Compare the sound of our systems with anyone else’s, you’ll find there’s none better.

And we’ll offer you more than quality alone. Because we have Pittsburgh’s largest selection of stereo equipment, we can offer you the lowest prices. Come in and see us.

2801 Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 • 391-7400 • 8:30 - 5:30 p.m.  
Monday and Thursday evenings till 9 • FREE PARKING • Bank Americard and MasterCharge

---

FERGUSON WEBSTER  
PIANIST AND TEACHER OF PIANO  
1115 Wightman Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15217  
Phone 682-2961
"All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players."

Not necessarily, Mr. Shakespeare.

In Waukegan, Illinois, an ex-Marine assembles a musical combo to entertain hospitalized servicemen. In Bluff Park, Alabama, a husband-and-wife team win a "Citizen of the Year" award for service to their community. In Bristol Township, Pennsylvania, a black millworker organizes a club to keep youngsters off the streets and out of trouble. In Pittsburgh, a woman employee mobilizes community support for the Symphony. In Chicago, a retiree of Mexican descent is named to the city's Hall of Fame for helping youngsters.

These men and women are more than "merely players." Like thousands of other U.S. Steel employees, they're deeply involved in the fabric of their communities.

U.S. Steel people are performers whether they're making steel or helping to improve the quality of life. They're good neighbors to have.
HEINZ HALL FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIRECTORY

Check Rooms—Attended check rooms are located on the lower level. Coin operated lockers are located on the Grand Tier upper Grand Tier and lower levels.

Restrooms—Lounges for Ladies and Gentlemen are located on the Grand Tier upper Grand Tier and lower levels. Restrooms for the handicapped are located on the Orchestra level (first floor)

Elevator—Located off the Grand Lobby serving all levels of the Hall

Public Telephones—Located conveniently in the Entrance Lobby Grand Tier Lounge and lower levels.

Drinking Fountains—Located conveniently on all levels.

Smoking—Permitted in the Grand Lobby, Entrance Lobbies, Grand Tier Lounge, and restrooms. Positively NO SMOKING in the Hall and adjacent entrance areas.

Fire Exits—Located at all levels and marked accordingly—used ONLY in case of emergency

First Aid—Located off the Grand Tier Lobby Inquire for directions and assistance.

Doctor's Register Book—Located in the entrance lobby for doctors expecting emergency calls.

Lost and Found—Call Heinz Hall Management Office at 281-8185 weekdays.

Closed Circuit TV—Located in the Entrance Lobby and Grand Tier Lounge for the benefit of latecomers.

Box-Office Hours—Mon. thru Sat. 10:00-6:00. On performance days, 10:00-9:00.

Stage Area—Limited to performers, staff and authorized visitors.

Handicapped Facilities—Wireless receiving equipment for the hard of hearing available. Wheelchair positions located on the Orchestra level.

The taking of photographs and use of tape recorders are strictly forbidden.

DURING INTERMISSION

Watch The Performance of

"Furs"

by Abravanel

518 WOOD ST., PGH., PA. 281-1686

TOP SHELF

Mr. Geoffrey Tomb, Post-Gazette, calls us "a rare find." He also states "the Top Shelf approach to dining is perfect for light meals, either before or after an event." You'll find us just across Liberty Avenue.

downtown liberty at oliver (566-2900)
whitehall. route 51 (881-9624)
shadyside ellsworth avenue (361-9224)
The people who helped put man on the moon are working on problems closer to home.

North American Rockwell is a science-oriented company—prime contractor for Apollo and for the Space Shuttle. At the same time, we’re putting science to work improving down-to-earth products—from printing presses to automotive components.

For instance, we’re applying our space-age microelectronics know-how to bringing calculator prices down to home size.

That’s the kind of company North American Rockwell is. Scientific—in down-to-earth, business ways.

If you would like to know more about us, write for our Annual Report—North American Rockwell, Dept. 815A, 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.

North American Rockwell
Where science gets down to business.
Biltmore House  Asheville, North Carolina
April 28, 1905

One of America's most elegant private mansions, once the home of Mr and Mrs. Vanderbilt II, is near Asheville, North Carolina. Built between 1890 and 1895, at the cost of $5,000,000, the facade of this chateau like residence measures 780 feet. It was conceived by architect Richard Morris Hunt and was named "Biltmore" for the Dutch town of Bildt, ancestral home of the Vanderbilts.

The Pittsburgh Orchestra, Emil Paur conductor with Johanna Gadski, soloist, were asked to appear for a hospital benefit concert at Biltmore House during the orchestra's first official Spring Tour (including 38 concerts). Tickets sold for $5.00, a very sizable amount in those days.

Armorial bearings Flemish tapestries, hunting trophies paintings, rare books furniture and statuary set the background for a vigorous concert of music by Weber Beethoven and Wagner—plus a selection of vocal pieces by Mme Gadski. Mr and Mrs. Vanderbilt played their parts as gracious hosts.

From the reviews
"The music was fine, of course, but the sweetest strains of Beethoven and Wagner could not still the savage curiosity of the crowd, impatient for the end, so that they might wander through the rooms. Mrs Vanderbilt was in a stunning toilette of pale pink crepe while Lady Pearson displayed a jeweled front to the natives that was more dazzling than a torchlight procession."

TOURING TRADITION
of The Pittsburgh Symphony
Part of a Mellon Bank Series
HEINZ HALL for the PERFORMING ARTS

COMING EVENTS

Sat., Oct. 21 — Pittsburgh Youth Symphony
2:30 p.m. — Children’s Concert
Michael Semanitzky, Conducting
featuring Upward Bound Dancers,
Nancy Flaherty—Guest Narrator,
and duo-pianists Paul Franks and
Scott Faigen

Thur., Oct. 26 — Pittsburgh Opera
8:15 p.m. — “Rigoletto”

Sat., Oct. 28 — Richard Karp, Conductor
8:15 p.m.
Sherri Mines, Patricia Wise,
Nicholas Di Virglio,
Peter Charbonneau,
Rita De Carlo, Nicola Moscona

Fri., Oct. 27 — Pennsylvania Ballet
8:30 p.m.

Sun., Oct. 29 —
2:30 p.m.

Thur. Nov. 2 — Beryozka Dancers
8:30 p.m.

Fri., Nov. 3 — Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
8:40 p.m. — William Steinberg, Conducting

Sun., Nov. 5 —
3:10 p.m. — Fritz Siegal, Violinist
Bernard Goldberg, Flutist

Wed., Nov. 8 — Israeli Song and Dance Festival
8:30 p.m.

Fri., Nov. 10 — Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
8:40 p.m. — Aldo Ceccato, Conducting

Sat., Nov. 11 —
8:00 p.m. — James Oliver Buswell, Violinist

Sun., Nov. 12 —
3:10 p.m.

Wed., Nov. 15 — Martha Graham Dancers
8:30 p.m.

For ticket information, phone Heinz Hall, Box-Office 281-5000
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The Women’s Association of The Pittsburgh Symphony Society
Heinz Hall for the Performing Arts, 600 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 • 281-6156
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The Women’s Association
of
The Pittsburgh Symphony Society
requests the pleasure of your company at
Dinner and The Symphony Ball
Under The Big Top
Saturday evening, the twenty-fifth of November
nineteen hundred and seventy-two
Grand Ballroom
The Pittsburgh Hilton

Reception: half after six o’clock  Black Tie
Dinner: eight o’clock
Meet Umbari, your experienced safari guide, a native who knows the animals. Meet people from home. People! That's the difference when you go Travelworld.

Travelworld
the meeting place

Africa. The real and the unreal. Yours to meet. Travelworld takes you to the places—the ones you've heard of and the ones you haven't. But the real difference is people. Like Travelworld's Brian Paterson who'll make you a traditional South African "braaivleis" of pork chops and steaks in his own backyard. And you'll go in the comfort of a Travelworld safari vehicle. Wherever you go—you go in a small group not a crowd. There's a difference in Travelworld. You get people and places. That's why we call Travelworld "The Meeting Place".

"Going" Rate—Africa
10 Deluxe Tour Programs with over 160 departures—from 15 to 71 days—from $1395.00 (including air fare)

also—South Pacific
7 Deluxe Tour Programs with over 100 departures—from 22 to 49 days

South America
5 Deluxe Tour Programs with over 60 departures—from 22 to 42 days

Travelworld—with more tours to more places part of the General Mills Family

Office in Nairobi, Sydney, Auckland, Hong Kong, Manila, New Delhi, Tokyo, Guam, Micronesia

**Travelworld is a registered trademark.

---

Travelworld, Inc.
Dept. S-ORD
6922 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90028

Please send me the following brochures:
○ Africa ○ South Pacific ○ Orient
○ South America ○ Around-the-World

My travel agent is _____________________________

Please send to

Name _____________________________
Address _____________________________
City _____________________________ State ______ Zip Code ______
Allegheny Ludlum Industries: a group of our companies has a green thumb with power plants.

Power plants? Consider the nuclear type. The more important they grow in energy generation, the more important Allegheny Ludlum Industries' products become. Take Nuclear Finish. Perfected by our Allegheny Ludlum Steel, this special-finish stainless steel plate greatly simplifies nuclear reactor pool maintenance. Meanwhile, Wallingford's rodent-resistant cable wrap goes below to transmit power without scarring landscapes while our Special Metals special alloys help utility companies handle power peaks.

Beyond energy, our involvement in many other growth-starred markets promises even more sales excitement tomorrow. Watch us. There's no telling where our green thumb can take us.

Misha Dichter was born in Shanghai of Polish descent on September 27, 1945. He came to the United States at the age of two when his parents settled in Los Angeles.

At twelve he began to study seriously with Aube Tzerko, a former pupil of Artur Schnabel, with whom he remained until 1964 when he entered the Juilliard School of Music in New York at the invitation of the renowned teacher, Mme. Rosina Lhevinne.

Dichter sprang to international attention in June, 1966, when, at the age of twenty, as a United States' representative at the Third International Tchaikovsky Piano Competition, his prizewinning performances brought him ovations unequaled by any of the other contestants from many countries.

On his return to this country he performed with the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Erich Leinsdorf at Tanglewood in a program which NBC telecast nationally. Contracts with impresario S. Hurok and RCA followed, and there was an immediate demand for the young pianist as soloist with the major symphony orchestras in America and abroad, as well as for his appearances in recital. He has performed with practically every major American orchestra.

His New York debut which the Times designated as "bri iant" took place in January, 1968 with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic. Following a tour of the capitals of Western Europe he recently returned to the Soviet Union at the special invitation of its Ministry of Culture and played twelve concerts to sold out audiences which would not let him leave the stage.

In September of 1969, Mr. Dichter made his debut at the Edinburgh Festival. In February, 1971 he toured Israel for three weeks with the Israel Philharmonic. Each season he appears in summer festivals, performs with the major orchestras and gives many recitals throughout the country.
Dithridge House, the luxury condominium, offers more because it was planned that way.

Eighty spacious luxury homes close to a full range of cultural, social and recreational activities in Dithridge House itself and in the surrounding Civic Center.

And more time to enjoy these activities because of less time spent commuting and no time spent on things like raking leaves. In short Dithridge House offers more than any prior form of luxury living.

But it doesn’t necessarily cost more. The computer at the Dithridge House Exhibit Center will show you exactly what it will cost in seconds.

By relating your personal financial situation to the purchase of a Dithridge House home, it will indicate your monthly cash outlay tax savings, equity accumulation and return on investment.

You’ll see.

Luxurious homes from the low $40’s to the low $70’s.

The most advanced form of luxury living offers more.

Without necessarily costing more.

Dithridge House  220 N Dithridge St  Pittsburgh Pa 15213  683-9004
ROBERT CASADESUS 1899-1972

Robert Marcel Casadesus who was to be the soloist at this concert series, died September 19, 1972 n a Paris hospital after a short struggle with cancer. He was 73 years old and had been a concert pianist for 55 years.

This was the first season that he ever missed his scheduled annual performance with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, or with any other orchestra, he had a perfect attendance record for the 3000 plus performances of his career. Once he even appeared after just breaking two ribs.

For Mr. Casadesus, music was a family as well as career. He was the nephew of Francis Casadesus, composer and conductor who founded the American Conservatory at Fontainebleau, Henri Casadesus, the violinist who established the Societe Nouvelle des Instruments Anciens, the cellist Marcel Casadesus. One of his aunts, Robert's first teacher, was a concert pianist, and he also had a cousin who was a violinist. Robert Casadesus even married a pianist, Gaby L Hote, whom he met at a piano lesson. Gaby Robert and their son, Jean, who died a year ago in an auto accident, frequently played together and recorded the few existant triple piano concerti.

Mr. Casadesus always led an extremely active musical life, beginning in 1917 when he made his debut in Paris. Soon he was touring the world, teaching both privately and at Fontainebleau, and composing. Although World War II he kept up the pace, even after he and his family moved to the United States, but he suspended his teaching activities in 1952 to devote more time to composition. His volume of works is quite large, and includes songs, chamber music, symphonies, and concerti. He was to have performed his Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 37 at this series of concerts.

Like his performance style, his manner of composition was controlled, almost classical and well received by audiences and critics alike. Casadesus was considered to be an elegant pianist in the best French tradition and one of the finest technicians in the history of piano. He will be missed because memories and recordings can never be adequate substitutes for the richness of his performances and his personal style.

A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Every seat in every concert of the Pittsburgh Symphony is sold out again this year.

Since the demand for tickets is so great and it is often impossible for you to attend every concert, the Symphony asks that you return your unused tickets to the Heinz Hall Box Office before the concert by mail (Box Office, Heinz Hall, 600 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222) or phone (281-5000) or in person at the Box Office.

The tickets can then be re-sold. You will receive a tax-deductible receipt for the face value of your ticket as a donation to the Maintenance Fund.

We thank you for your cooperation.
There is no more typical American city than Pittsburgh. And Pittsburgh by its Americanism, gives a lesson to the entire United States. Pittsburgh has not been built up by talking about it. Your tremendous concerns were built by men who actually did the work. You made Pittsburgh ace high when it could have been deuce high. There is not a Pittsburgh man who did not earn his success through deeds."

(From an address by Theodore Roosevelt, in the William Pann Hotel, on July 25, 1917. It was his last visit to Pittsburgh.)
PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
WILLIAM STEINBERG, Music Director

FIFTH SERIES

OCTOBER 20
FRIDAY EVENING at 8:40 o'clock

OCTOBER 21
SATURDAY EVENING at 8:00 o'clock

OCTOBER 22
SUNDAY AFTERNOON at 3:10 o'clock

WILLIAM STEINBERG
Conducting

M. SHA DICTHER
Pianist

PROGRAM

J. S. BACH
Air from Suite in D Major
Played in memory of Robert Casadesus

HAYDN
Symphony No. 22 in E Flat Major, ("Der Philosoph")
Adagio
Allegro
Minuet and Trio
Finale

MOZART
Concerto No. 9 in E Flat Major for Piano and Orchestra, K. 271
Allegro
Andantino
Rondeau (Presto)

MR. DICTHER

INTERMISSION

BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 7 in A Major Opus 92
Poco sostenuto Vivace
Allegretto
Presto
Allegro con brio

The use of cameras and tape recorders is strictly prohibited at Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra concerts.

The Steinway is the official piano of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
In 1971, our Trust Division managed over $2,000,000,000.

These are some of the key people in Pittsburgh National Bank's Trust Investment Department. When it comes to investing, they are a good group to know about. They're investment specialists. Not bankers who do a little investing on the side.

They are here to give your affairs full-time management. But you can still participate as little or as much as you want. All our most sophisticated equipment and service facilities will be at your disposal. Like a computer data bank that can doublecheck your portfolio and give you an instant readout against the current market situation.

Most people wait much too long before they recognize the advantages of professional portfolio management. So if you're an expert in your own business, and don't have the time to become an investment expert, the professionals at Pittsburgh National are here to help you. You can begin today by calling Burton Holmes collect at 412 355-3685.

PITTSBURGH NATIONAL

There are so many good banks we have to be better

Member FDIC

Each depositor insured up to $20,000
NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

by

FREDERICK DORIAN
Carnegie-Mellon University

Symphony No. 22 in E Flat Major, (“Der Philosoph”)  
Joseph Haydn
Born in Rohrau, Lower Austria, March 31, 1732  died in Vienna, May 31, 1809

An Early Masterwork

The ife work of a great artist cannot be fully comprehended without a clear view of its creative road. Its beginnings are as meaningful for our appreciation as the midway stations of maturity and as the final phases of spiritual consummation.

A comprehensive study of his fe work is essential in the case of Joseph Haydn, the classical master, who was granted longevity to reap a truly prodigious harvest. The routine repertory, unfortunately, neg ects Haydn’s youthful scores, which include symphonies and concertos, masses and operas, chamber music and solo sonatas. And yet the acquaintance of the early Haydn throws light on his mature achievements.

Haydn’s Symphony No. 22, called “The Philosopher,” belongs in this category of pioneering works which tell us much about the creative growth of the artist.

The sub-title of the symphony, “The Philosopher,” was used during Haydn’s ife time, and apparently with his approval. Many of Haydn’s symphonies written from his early years in Luka-vec to his London journeys bear such sub-titles. Among the scores close in time to the Symphony No. 22, we find such titles as Le Matin (No. 6 of the Collected Edition of the Haydn Society), Le Midi (No. 7) Le Soir (No. 8) Christmas Symphony (No. 26), Alleluiah (No. 30). These names all serve to identify the symphonies through tone-poetic clues, rather than through key and number.

We have no direct explanation of the title “The Philosopher,” but we may conclude that it marked the depth of thought imparted in the opening adagio. Haydn’s search for a new meaning of symphonic form has, indeed, a certain philosophical quality. His music conveys wisdom and thoughtfulness, instead of the often superficial and carefree manner of many sinfonias of the era.

As the autograph shows, Haydn composed the Symphony No. 22 in 1764, the third year of his tenure in Esterháza.

These copyrighted program notes may not be reproduced without the permission of the author and the Pittsburgh Symphony Society.

Scores and information about music on these programs may be seen in the Music Division of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

JOSEPH ESPOSITO
788 Washington Road
Mt. Lebanon
PIANIST TEACHER
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15228
Telephone 331-5968
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Sometimes the best things in life earn over 6%.

Like your savings. Invested in our two-year 6% savings certificates ($1,000 minimum) your savings will produce a return of 6.18% yearly. The extra 0.18% results from our practice of compounding interest daily. That's a lot higher than the interest paid on passbook accounts by any other bank or savings institution in Pittsburgh. Why not take advantage of the savings certificates offered by Pennsylvania's largest savings and loan association?

Of course, we also offer 5% passbook savings accounts with interest compounded daily to yield 5.13%. On these accounts interest is paid from date of deposit to date of withdrawal.

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FIRST.

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
Use of English Horns

In the scoring of "The Philosopher," we note before all Haydn's use of two English horns.¹ They replace the oboe or flute parts which he normally employs in the woodwind section of his symphonies. This marks the only employment of English horns in a Haydn symphony.

¹ The English horn is an alt oboe, i.e., it is a fifth lower than the oboe. The lower woodwind instrument, with its distinct, some time melancholy tone, is not, as its name implies, a horn.

In addition to the pair of English horns, the Symphony No. 22 is instrumented for two French horns² and strings. We may assume that Haydn conducted the symphony, as it was customary, from the harpsichord.

The score exists in two versions. We hear in this performance the original version.³ The opening movement shows

² The French horn, easily recognized by its circular form, is a brass instrument.
³ The second version curiously reverses the sequence of movements. Thus the second movement of Version I introduces Version II. It is followed by a slow movement, which Version I eliminates altogether.

---

ONE

Of Pittsburgh's truly fine restaurants, a family tradition spanning 72 years, we invite you to enjoy the finest in dining and service featuring ocean fresh seafood and old world specialties.

Pittsburgh's oldest & finest restaurant but excitingly young in new ideas

---

Joseph Home Co.

According to our staff of experts, it is now possible thanks to the Advent 201 deck to make recordings on cassettes that are indistinguishable from the original source material. $280

The Music Center / 510 Market at Liberty

---

50th ANNIVERSARY 1922-1972
ANNE EGAN TRAVEL SERVICE, Inc.

PARK BUILDING AGENTS FOR TRAVELWORLD 261-3942
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Why Don Burnham, Fletcher Byrom, Al Rockwell, Ed Gott, Robinson Barker and Jack Heinz don’t want to leave home.

When the heads of corporate giants—Ke Westinghouse Electric, Koppers North American Rockwell, U S Steel, PPG and H J Heinz—decide to keep on running their domestic and overseas operations from Pittsburgh, they must have some good reasons.

The same goes for the 17 other Fortune 500s based here another 27 major nationally known industrial firms and more than 100 smaller companies that call Pittsburgh home.

Here are the reasons as we hear them:

- Stable work force
- Plenty of good office space
- Personal and ongoing commute
- Proximity to my markets
- Active, very town
- Schools for children to draw from
- My men and maybe more important, the wives just can’t leave here.

We’re sure you have your own good reasons for sticking close to Pittsburgh—corporate giant or not. One might be the excellent programs provided by the Symphony. Anyway, we’re pleased you’ve made Pittsburgh home.

Pittsburgh’s an electrifying city. Duquesne Light.
the young Haydn as a pioneer of orchestral sonorities and form. We hear an ancient chorale theme, treated like a firm chant. The woodwinds carry this theme. Haydn’s device of a chorale melody integrated into a symphonic texture had far-reaching consequences. It can be observed in the scores of such later masters of the symphony as Brahms, Bruckner and Mahler.

From the point of view of design, Haydn’s adagio in “The Philosopher,” blends the form of a chorale prelude with that of a sonata.

The remaining movements of the symphony are of light weight, and reminiscent of the rococo symphony of this period. Relaxation follows the earnest adagio.

Minuet and trio comprise the third movement; these dances retain their place also in the later classical symphonies—including most scores of Mozart and Beethoven.

The finale is a gigue, a dance type inherited from the baroque suite. Hunting motives make for good cheer, and harmonic surprises for outright fun. Haydn’s humor frequently prevails at the end of his symphonies—in the youthful ones as well as in those written in mature years.
PARKER/HUNTER
INCORPORATED

Members New York Stock Exchange, Inc
and other Leading Exchanges

HEADQUARTERS Unon Trust Building
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Concerto No. 9 in E Flat Major for Piano and Orchestra, K. 271
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Born in Salzburg, January 27, 1756 died in Vienna, December 5, 1791

Concerto for Mademoiselle Jeunehomme

In January 1777, the French pianist Mademoiselle Jeunehomme visited Austria. Mozart met the famous performer in Salzburg, his native city. And he wrote for her the Piano Concerto, K. 271 that we hear on this program.

We can assume that Mademoiselle Jeunehomme persuaded the young master, then in his twenty-first year, to cope with certain characteristics of Parisian musical taste. The new Concerto was to be performed in France, where Mozart hoped to win new patrons and a new public.

It was a crucial time in Mozart's career. He was on the verge to set out, the company of his mother, for a long tour that was to take him to Germany and France. He counted on the support of Mademoiselle eunehomme in her country, and he was not disappointed.

Performance in a Munich Inn

The date of the premiere of the Piano Concerto, K. 271, is not certain. But we know that, on October 4, Mozart gave a private concert in Munich at the inn owned by Franz Albert, it lasted from 3:30 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. The program contained two quintets by Haydn and a variety of works by Mozart among them the Piano Concertos, K. 238, K. 246, and K. 271.

Herr Albert was a music-loving Bavarian patriot. He believed that it would be a great asset for Munich to have Mozart as a resident composer. And so the ambitious inkeeper asked ten friends to sponsor Mozart in the following way: each of the friends would contribute one ducat monthly. Ten ducats were the equivalent of fifty Austrian gulden. And as Mozart wrote to his father, he would be happy to leave Salzburg and to move.
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with the entire family to Munich on the financial basis of this proposal. But Leopold Mozart disapproved of the project. He explained that it was beneath their dignity to accept such an arrangement.

Years passed. On February 1783, Mozart who was then living in Vienna, sent his sister Marianne two new introductory passages ("Eingänge") for the E-flat Major Concerto. Marianne, a fine pianist in her own right, apparently intended to play the Concerto in Salzburg.

There also exists the autographs of two cadenzas from Mozart's pen for the first and the second movements of this work.

I

The Concerto K 271 is, addition to the piano part, scored for two oboes, two horns, and strings.

A unison theme opens the allegro E-flat major, 4/4. We note an unusual feature in this initial statement: the theme, proposed by the orchestra, is in the second and third bar continued on the keyboard. This thematic division between tutti and solo repeats itself.

It is a remarkable novelty: Mozart's procedure, in fact, forecasts the thematic alternation between solo and orchestra in Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto, where the piano begins the music and the orchestra completes the initial statement.

In Mozart's Concerto, a graceful subsidiary subject is heard in the dominant. But an element of surprise pertains also to the development of this movement. Any musician analyzing its structure will discover for himself how many unexpected features crop up in young Mozart's treatment of the concerto form.

II

For the central movement of the Concerto, Mozart chose somber music in the relative key of c minor. A melancholy

---
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andantino evolves, providing considerable contrast to the opening allegro.

Muted strings announce the theme (C minor 3/4). The piano comments on the theme in an ornamental style. This music has an affinity in mood, phrasing and pace, with the middle movement of Mozart's beautiful Sinfonia Concertante for Violin and Viola, K. 364.¹

III

The piano solo introduces the finale, identified by Mozart as a rondo (E-flat, 2/2). Again octaves predominate in the thematic patterns (as they did in the first movement) but the right hand of the solo part dissolves the flow of notes into long passages of equal eighth notes. There are several cadenzas throughout the movement.

In a departure from the traditional rondo form, Mozart uses a minuet for the second episode. Accordingly, he adjusts the basic alla breve to the dance steps of 3/4. The menuetto is introduced cantabile by the solo piano.

The full orchestra returns presto and the end is jubilant.

¹ To be performed on November 24-26 in the ninth series William Steinberg conducting.
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Aesthetic Reorientation

After Beethoven had made in his Sixth Symphony, the Pastoral, a signal contribution to early romanticism, he required an extended period of aesthetic reorientation before he could embark on a new symphonic venture. Thus four years elapsed between the completion of the Sixth and Seventh, the preceding symphonies were all written with closer intervals.

When Beethoven finally approached the composition of a new symphony, he abandoned the programmatic substructure that had guided him throughout the Sixth. The idea of nature, conjured up in the Pastoral, determined its style and gave the symphony form its curve.

In the Seventh Symphony, by contrast, extra-musical associations are not evident. The music surrenders to the essential force of rhythm from the first to the last bar. There's something truly prophetic in Beethoven's metric concept. It anticipates the motoric vigor of modern music by a century.

Apotheosis of the Dance

It was no doubt, this fiery rhythmic aspect of the Seventh that prompted Richard Wagner to interpret this symphony as the "apogee of the dance." To him, the Seventh was "dance in its highest condition, the happiest realization of the movements of the body in an ideal form." And Cosima, Wagner's wife, recounts a rather unusual family scene. Richard her husband, wildly dancing in their drawing room while Franz Liszt, Cosima's father, plays the finale of Beethoven's Seventh on the piano.
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Wagner’s characterization—"Apotheosis of the Dance"—is hardly ever omitted when writers comment on the Seventh. This is not an unmixed blessing, telling us more about Wagner’s own programmatic approach to music than about Beethoven’s absolute tone world. If Wagner’s view of the Seventh is accepted without qualification, it is apt to distort the interpretation of Beethoven’s majestic work.

At the University of Vienna

At its first performance on December 8, 1813, the strength of the Seventh Symphony was overwhelmingly felt. The event took place in the hall of the old University of Vienna. Many of the most important musicians of the time attended, some of them participating in the performance of the enlarged orchestra. The concert was given as a benefit for the soldiers wounded at the battle of Hanau, where Napoleon’s retreat from Leipzig was intercepted.

The evening was more than a musical occasion. Vienna had long been shaken by Napoleon’s terrorization of Austria. And Beethoven who once had dedicated his Eroica to Bonaparte, now helped to celebrate the impending defeat of the dictator and his empire. Plagued by his progressive deafness, the master conducted the entire benefit concert, which included¹ in addition to the Seventh Symphony, his Battle of Victoria, Opus 91, commemorating Wellington’s victory on June 21, 1813.

I

A forceful stroke of the entire orchestra opens the symphony in a bright A Major. The introduction poco sostenuto 4/4 spans engthily over sixty-two measures. Two themes, in which the oboe leads, become prominent. With their successive statements the poco sostenuto assumes the stature of an individual movement. Its design is that of an extended two-part form.

¹ On this program there were also some marches by Johann Dussek and Agnuz Pleyel.
The transition to the oncoming vivace is accomplished by the repeated statement of the dominant note E, which sounds now in the high winds, now in the violins, finally, it bridges to the dotted 6/8 meter of the main movement.

A fierce, rhythmic mood is established. The flute carries the principal subject, it heralds music of exultation. The flute tone evokes the Greek aulos, the pipe of Pan. The second theme (dominant) is played by the full orchestra, with first violins and flute in the foreground.

The radiant, strongly rhythmic characteristic pertains to all that happens during this vivace to the chief and secondary themes, to the transition and development. The music is recharged by the tremendous power of a constantly renewed rhythm and dynamic energy.

In contrast to the sempre piano at the beginning of the exposition, the recapitulation rushes in with a resonant fortissimo. First violins take over the flute theme. The coda rises above a ground motive in the basses.

The allegretto is one of Beethoven's most celebrated movements. His gift was accepted with immediate and undivided appreciation at the symphony's premiere the allegretto had to be repeated.

The form of the second movement is related to that of a rondo. Its principal theme is stated several times. The second theme remains on a subsidiary level.

The allegretto begins in a most unorthodox manner—a six-four chord is intoned by oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns. it decreases from forte to pianissimo.

2. The six-four chord is the second inversion of the common chord, i.e., of the triad in its root position. Thus in C Major, the triad, C-E-G is inverted to the six-four chord, G-C-E. It is called the chord of six-four because it consists of a bass note, its fourth and sixth. In our present example, the allegretto opens with six-four chord, E-A-C-(E) the second inversion of the A minor chord, A-C-E.
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This intense chord, then, precedes the march-like main theme (a minor 2/4). Its measured tread is sustained throughout the movement. Softly emerging from the low strings, it gradually engulfs the entire texture. The striking and yet rhythmic pattern is woven into the central section in A Major. Here it becomes the accompaniment of a consoling melody, dolce, heard in clarinets and bassoons.

Again, the pattern of quarter and eighth notes suggests the subject which, in the last section of the movement, develops into a fugato. The main theme returns with iron accents, now hammered relentlessly by the full orchestra. There is a brief return of the comforting A Major soon cancelled by a tragic minor mode.

The slow fade-out of the theme — trembling in ever shorter segments, and finally finding home in the bleak six-four chord — is an inspiration without equal in symphonic literature.

The third movement bears no title. In contrast to his customary procedure, Beethoven marks here only tempo and time signature. Yet the form picture is unmistakable: the movement is one of Beethoven’s characteristic scherzos. Its plan is reminiscent of that of the scherzo in the Fourth Symphony. Here as there, the trio is heard two different times, while the scherzo is performed with the traditional repetitions.

The key of the scherzo is F, that of the trio is D. The preceding and the oncoming movements are both in A. Such a choice of keys points to a “modern” tonality relationship in Beethoven’s later works.

Assai meno presto the trio announced by clarinets, bassoons, and horns, intones a quaint melody. This is a stylized pilgrim song from the Lower Austrian countryside.
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After the final return of the scherzo, it seems as though we are going to hear the trio all over again, as its first four measures are played. But this turns out to be one of Beethoven's musical jokes. Instead of continuing the trio, he rushes with five presto strokes hilariously to the end.

IV

The Dionysiac finale starts with the statement of an exuberant rhythm, separated by pauses. The chief theme (allegro con brio, A Major 2/4) is heard in the strings. With its scale patterns and frequent sharp accents, it represents a chain of powerful motives rather than a melody. Subsidiary subjects temporarily relieve the relentless drive.

This charged music does not lend itself to extensive development, but rather to the fast moving juxtaposition of thematic fragments. At times, Beethoven blends the invention with local Austrian colors. He does not eschew the flavor of gypsy music, which somehow has drifted in from nearby Hungary.

The central section of the allegro is marked by unexpected modulations. Presently, the wild dance swings into its reprise, restating the first and second themes in free key relationship.

A coda of exceptional dimensions concludes this ecstatic finale with triumphant sonorities.

WWSW-FM (Stereo 94.5) is recording this Pittsburgh Symphony concert for broadcast next Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. This is the 32nd consecutive year that WWSW has featured a full season of uncut Symphony broadcasts for Pittsburgh music lovers. Your host will be Ray Lehman.
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Excellence... thought by many to be lacking in today's world... is personified in Heinz Hall. We worked for 18 months to restore the baroque elegance of this great old building, and to add the finest features of modern acoustics and comfort. It is for you to judge the product of our labors.

Certainly, the organization which this hall houses... the Pittsburgh Symphony... is truly a symbol of excellence today. We are proud to have been able to help in creating its new home.
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THE SYMPHONY IS PEOPLE - - second in a series of interviews with the people in the orchestra

David Mairs and the Mahlers

"Musicians just can't be pegged," is his motto, and this certainly seems to be the case with David Mairs, Associate Principal French horn and co-captain of the Pittsburgh Symphony softball team, the Mah ers.

David is 29, long haired and Army jacketed. As he comes out of rehearsal one would never think that he is a dedicated symphony musician or an enthusiastic athlete either, for that matter, but he is both of these and much more.

It was the summer of 1970 the first Temple University Music Festival at Ambler, Pa. and Bily McGlaughlin (Associate Principal trombone) decided that the Pittsburgh Symphony should pool its talents and play some softball against the tough Phil a de phia Orchestra team Howard H llyer Principal French horn) asked the then new orchestra member David Mairs if he would like to play.

David's career in high school baseball had been less than fulfilling, but he said he would. He recalls, "When I came to the first practice I couldn't believe it. Fifteen or sixteen people showed up to play. Musicians are supposed to be pansies you know, not very hearty and all that." Don't believe it. The Mahlers practiced hard all summer playing in squads against each other until the day of the big Pittsburgh-Phi ly game. The Philadelphia radio and tv stations had been called in. "Phi ly looked really tough. No shi ts on and everything. And we had never played a game against anyone but ourselves. It was really tense. But when we beat them 28-9 we began to see that we really had something." A particularly rough game against the New York Phil harm o n c in Central Park.
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(June 25, 1971 which Pittsburgh won 14-11 convinced them to keep the Mahlers as a permanent fixture. Now they are considered to be the world champion symphony softball team by Icson Magazine (International Conference of Symphony and Orchestra Musicians).

Since then, the Mahlers have become an important part of Symphony life. “A lot of us look forward to the summers, just because we can play ball again,” he says. Even the non-members seem to take an interest in the team’s performances, adding their share of Monday-morning-quarterbacking, congratulations, and condolences.

What are the Mahlers’ plans for the future? The two co-captains Jimmy Walker (Associate Principal Flute) and David Mairs are planning games with the Japanese on the Symphony’s Orient tour in April to defend the Symphony’s World Championship Title.

But most of the time, David Mairs is involved in his musical career. David first discovered music through his father,
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who was a high school band and orchestra director in Teaneck, New Jersey.

In the summer before fifth grade, David’s father brought home a used French horn from the local music store. He was considering buying it for the school music department, but David became so interested that he decided to purchase it instead for his son. The music store owner said, “If David would play me a song the next time I came over to visit, he can have the horn.” “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” got him the horn he would use until college.

High school athletics, particularly football, and the social scene kept David from any real dedication to horn but he finally decided to go to the University of Michigan to become a band director after rejecting a number of other career ideas.

As soon as he graduated in 1966 the Army drafted him into their band for three years. “We weren’t allowed to pay anywhere else and all we had to do was go to rehearsals. There really wasn’t much to do in your spare time except practice,” which he did a lot. In 1970 after one season with the San Antonio Symphony he was accepted by the Pittsburgh Symphony.

This winter, besides playing with the Symphony and keeping his shape, David will devote himself to his other vocation, doing marching band arrangements of classical composers, Broadway musicals, and popular hits for halftime ceremonies at football games. Musicians can’t be pegged.
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OPUS I
JANUARY
Passes for two for a feature showings in any ASSOCIATED THEATRE for one year WINNER Mrs. Richard D Salle, McMurray, Pa.

OPUS II
FEBRUARY
A $500.00 complete floral arrangement package by BARTO'S FLOWERS. WINNER Mrs. Robert Dickson, Sewickley, Pa.

OPUS III
MARCH
Tickets for two to events at HEINZ HALL and the NIXON THEATRE. WINNER Mrs. R. E. Fisher, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OPUS IV:
APRIL
A $500.00 gift certificate from LARRIMOR'S. WINNER Dr. Siamak A. Adibi, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OPUS V:
MAY
A $500.00 gift certificate from HAUGH & KEENAN GALLERIES. WINNER Mrs. John M. Arthur, Coraopolis, Pa.

OPUS VI
JUNE
A $500.00 gift certificate from THOROFARE MARKETS INC. WINNER Miss Charlene Rush, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OPUS VII:
JULY
A $500.00 gift certificate from HARDY AND HAYES. WINNER Mrs. Norman Edwards, Sewickley, Pa.
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A year of free parking for one automobile from the ALCO PARKING CORPORATION WINNER Dr. and Mrs. Sidney Busis, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OPUS IX:
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Couture Ball Gown from the 1972 Symphony Collection — Value $500.00—JOSEPH HORNE CO WINNER Mrs. R. Q. McIlroy, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OPUS X:
OCTOBER
$500.00 of GULF OIL CORPORATION Stock.

OPUS XI:
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H's and HER Wardrobe Selections
- H's from BROOKS BROTHERS $250.00
- Hers from PECK & PECK $250.00

OPUS XII
DECEMBER
A $500.00 Gift Certificate — GALLERY FOR CONTEMPORARY ART — Choice of Original, Signed Print, Water Color, Oil or piece of Sculpture.
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Program and Artists for the Next Series . . November 3, 5

WILLIAM STEINBERG, Conducting
ANDRE WATTS, Pianist
FRITZ SIEGAL, Violinist
BERNARD GOLDBERG, Flutist

BACH
SCHUBERT
LISZT
STRAVINSKY

ANDRE WATTS was born in Nürnberg, Germany in 1946, the son of an American GI and his Hungarian wife. Andre lived in Europe, often around Army posts, until he was eight. His first musical instrument was violin, which he began playing at four. By the time he was six, however, he made a clear preference for the piano, and his mother, a good pianist herself, gave him his first lessons. When the family moved to Philadelphia, Andre was enrolled at the Musical Academy there. At the age of nine, he won out over 40 young pianists to play a Haydn concerto for one of the Youth Concerts of the Philadelphia Orchestra. A year later, he performed the Mendelssohn minor Concerto at Robin Hood Dell, and at 14 he was soloist again with the Philadelphia Orchestra. Shortly afterwards, his teachers persuaded him to audition for the Young People’s Concerts of the New York Philharmonic. He won the audition, and in February of 1963, was introduced to the American people by Leonard Bernstein. The performance was so spectacular that he was asked to replace the aging Glenn Gould in a New York Philharmonic subscription concert 20 days later and won, according to Life Magazine, “the season’s wildest ovation.”

In the intervening years Mr. Watts has graduated from the Lincoln Preparatory School, studied at Curtis Institute of Music with Efrem Zimbalist and Walter Gieseking, and has appeared in major concert halls throughout the United States, Europe and Asia. A member of the Philadelphia Orchestra, he is in demand as a recitalist and has performed with the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony, Boston Symphony, and the New York Philharmonic. He has also appeared in recitals with many leading American pianists.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major
Symphony No. 2 in B-flat Major
“Totentanz” for Piano and Orchestra
. . . Suite from “The Firebird”
 RUSSIAN DANCE AT HEINZ HALL

THURS.
NOV. 2
at
8:30 P.M.

Columbia Artists Presents

BERYOZKA
DANCE COMPANY

Direct from the Soviet Union / 100 Dancers, Singers, Musicians

Vitality, discipline, rhythmic color, stunning costumes, impeccable dancing. This is the Beryozka Dance Company. Performing not simply folk dances but choreographic stories, the performers leap and whirl around the floor with a spontaneity of performance and a technique perfection that has not been seen in the United States since the Moiseyev. YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN A SHOW LIKE THIS BEFORE!

20% discount to students and senior citizens with ID card at the Heinz Hall Box Office.

Discounts to groups of 20 or more. Phone Phyllis Cohen, 281-8185.

MAIL ORDERS NOW

to Heinz Hall, Beryozka, 600 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

Please send me tickets at the price indicated below
Total enclosed is

Name

Phone

Street

City State Zip

I have enclosed a STAMPED/SELF-ADDRESS ENVELOPE.
Make checks and money orders payable to Heinz Hall

☐ $5.50 ☐ $6.50 ☐ $7.50
school in Philadelphia and has been studying at the Peabody Conservatory of Music in Baltimore with Leon Fleisher. He has also managed to sandwich in sensationa lly successful appearances with nearly all the major orchestras here and all over the world. He’s everywhere acclaimed as a romantic performer and is especially known as an interpreter of Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Liszt, and Rachmaninoff instead of contemporary composers.

FRITZ SIEGAL, Vienna-born Concertmaster of the Pittsburgh Symphony, has been with the Orchestra since 1966. He began his studies at the age of 5 with his father and at 17 became the Concertmaster of the Chicago Civic Orchestra. Mr Siegal’s other teachers have included Grisha Borushek, Scott Witts, and Jacques Gordon. Mr Siegal has spent the summers from 1945 to 1969 as Concertmaster of the Grant Park Symphony in Chicago, and has held the same position with The Los Angeles Philharmonic, Seattle, Indianapolis, Baltimore, NBC and CBS symphonies. For several years he toured as Concertmaster of the Boston Pops Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler. This is Mr Siegal’s second solo appearance with the Pittsburgh Symphony this season.

BERNARD GOLDBERG, Principal Flutist of the Pittsburgh Symphony, has been with the orchestra since 1947 when he

---

FOR THE LAST WORD IN STEREO AND HIGH FIDELITY
RADIO- PHONOGRAPHS — TAPE RECORDERS AND CUSTOM COMPONENTS
WOLK’S KAMERA EXCHANGE
312 FORBES AVE.
DOWNTOWN — NEAR WOOD ST.

Design...decorate...furnish—
we engineer your total way of work.

call for

The Dillon Touch

DILLON OFFICE FURNITURE CO.
471-8120 • 922 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

---

MERVIS MOTORS
"Home of the Three Pointed-Star"
Centre & Millvale Avenues, Shadyside
Pittsburgh, Pa. / Phone 681-6000

Mercedes-Benz
The Pittsburgh Dance Council presents the

MARTHA GRAHAM
DANCE COMPANY

on their first tour in 15 years  one performance only

Wednesday, November 15 at 8:30 PM HEINZ HALL

three ballets  classics in their own time
Seraphic Dialogue  Diversion of Angels  Appalachian Spring

Tickets: $4.50, $5.50, $6.50, $7.50

at Heinz Hall Box Office (281-5000), Gimbels, Horne's, Kaufmann's and National Record Marts.
20% discount to students and senior citizens with ID at the Heinz Hall Box Office.
Special discounts to groups of 20 or more. Phone Phyllis Cohen, 281-8185.
joined at the invitation of Fritz Reiner. He began his musical training at the age of ten in his home town of St. Louis, Missouri, but he soon obtained a scholarship to study at the Juilliard School of Music with Georges Barriere. By 21, Mr. Goldberg was already Principal Flutist of the Cleveland Orchestra.

Besides playing with the Pittsburgh Symphony he is a regular participant as Principal Flutist and soloist in the Casals Festivals and has performed in the Marlboro Festivals and in the Mozart Festival Orchestra at Lincoln Center. Critical reviews on his solo performances have been excellent, both locally and in cities like New York and Philadelphia.

Mr. Goldberg also teaches at the Duquesne University School of Music, is Principal Flutist of the Pittsburgh Opera, and plays with the Musica Viva Trio.

---

**J. R. WELDIN COMPANY**
Maps - Stationery - Engraving
Established 1852
Phone 281-0123

413-417 Wood Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

---

**NICHOLAS**
PREMIER ROASTED COFFEE
TEA SPECIALISTS

PURVEYORS OF FRESH ROASTED COFFEE
and QUALITY TEAS
TO PITTSBURGH'S FINEST FAMILIES
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

23 Market Square 261-4226

---

**THE CHANNEL 4 NEWS** NOON-7PM 11PM AND NOW ON WEEKENDS 6:30PM

**wtae-tv 4**

---

since may 1971 we have sold over 2000 smaller advent loudspeakers. to accomplish this we have either practiced black magic or simply offered a great value. hear this $69 loudspeaker reproduce the full frequency response of the symphony orchestra while competitive $200 speakers fail.

**opus one**
oakland — 3519 forbes 621-9777
downtown — 400 smithfield 281-3969
The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

1972-73 Season

William Steinberg, Music Director
Donald Johanos, Associate Conductor
Michael Semanitzky, Assistant Conductor
Sidney Cohen, Personnel Manager

First Violins
Fritz Siegal
  Concertmaster
Eliot Chapo
  Assoc. Concertmaster
Wilbert Frisch
  Asst. Concertmaster
Mara Dvonch
  Asst. Concertmaster
Edward F. Gugala
Stuart Discount
Ozzie DePaul
Charles Hardwick
Samuel Elkin
Emma Jo Hill
Eugene Phillips
Donald Downs
Samuel Goldscher
Louis Levy
Sara Gugala Hirtz
Richard DiAdamo
Kay Gibson
David Gillis

Second Violins
Murray Feldman*
  Teresa Harth***
M. Kennedy Linge
Leslie McKie
Morris Neiberg
Albert Hirtz
Stanley Dombrowski
Stanley Klein
John J Corda
Clement Iandiorio
Jack Goldman
Henry Squitieri
Lucio Rossetti
Samuel Singer
Leo J. Strini
Paul J Ross

Violas
Donald McInnes*
Jose Rodriguez****
Sidney Cohen
Mihail Stolarevsky
Aaron Chaifetz
Joseph B. Elson
Harry Singer
Raymond Marsh
Norman Wallack
Henry Dobkowski
Samuel C. Kang
Richard M. Holland

Cellos
Michael Grebanier*
Vsevolod Lezhnev****
Irvin Kaufman
Salvatore Siripigni
Flori Gough
Carter Enyeart
Eva Hradetzky
Genevieve Chaudhuri
Charlotta Rosen
Georgia Woehr
Lauren Scott

Basses
Sam Hollingsworth*
Robert H. Leininger****
Joseph Wallace
Rovin Adelstein
Anthony Bianco
August W. Frisch
Rodney Van Sickle
Arie Wenger
James Krummenacher

Harps
Beth Schwartz
Paula Page

Flutes
Bernard Goldberg*
James R. Walker***
Martin Lerner

Piccolo
Ethan M. Stang

Oboes
Elden Gatwood*
James Gorton***
Thomas Fay

English Horn
Joseph Lukatsky

Clarinets
Louis Paul*
Thomas Thompson***
Bernard Cerilli

E-Flat Clarinet
Thomas Thompson***

Bass Clarinet
Mordecai Appelbaum

Bassoons
Arthur Kubey*
Stephen Paulson**
Mark Pancerov

Contrabassoon
Carlton A. Jones

Horns
Howard L. Hillyer*
David Mains***
Richard Happe
Sid Kaplan
Kenneth Strack
Peter Altobelli****

Trumpets
Charles Hois*
John Hall***
Jack G. McKie
Franklin H. Woodbury

Trombones
Carl Wilhelm*
William McGlaughlin***
Harold Steiman

Bass Trombone
Byron McCulloh

Tuba
Harold McDonald

Timpani
Stanley S. Leonard*
Peter Kogan***

Keyboard
Patricia Pratiss Jennings*
Paula Page

Percussion
Peter Kogan*
Wayne Fasuzzi***
William Schneiderman
Edward I Myers

Librarians
Christian G. Woehr
August W. Frisch
Assistant

Stage Technicians
George McGrath
James Kilgore

*Principal
**Co-Principal
***Assoc. Principal
****Asst. Principal
†Acting Principal

Orchestra Photographer: Benjamin Spiegel
ONE CARD gets you there...

and back.

Your Gulf Travel Card can be used to charge purchases at Gulf service stations throughout the United States and Canada, for rooms and meals at Holiday Inns of America, for car rentals from Avis.

If you would like the convenience of a Gulf card, pick up an application at any Gulf station.

Gulf

GULF OIL CORPORATION
Sound

Steinway pianos are made sound, to make great sounds. Steinway craftsmen spend a full year making every Steinway. And they use only the best materials available. And over the years Steinway has patented new ideas, to make Steinways even better. So the outstanding sound of a Steinway isn’t there by accident. That’s why a Steinway is such a sound investment.

JOSEPH HURNE CO
STEINWAY & SONS

Steinway pianos are sold exclusively in Pittsburgh at Joseph Horne Co, The Music Center.